Additional Features on Your Bill June 1
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PEC’s bills will now be itemized so
members can see all of the changes that
will be passed on to them.
In addition to new rate options, PEC has
been working to ensure transparency to
members about costs.
Starting in June, you’ll see a line item
illustrating the unbundling of PEC’s
transmission cost of service, or TCOS.
This was previously included in the
base power cost and is a state-imposed
charge PEC pays to use the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas electric grid
to deliver your electricity. Every Co-op
member contributes to pay this charge.
In May, PEC bills began displaying a
separate line item to illustrate franchise
fee charges. Franchise fees are charged
by municipalities to give the Co-op the
right to use public streets and ways to
provide electric service to members
within those municipalities. Historically,
franchise fees were paid by all members

of PEC, but beginning in May, those fees
were collected only from citizens and
businesses with meters within a franchise
city’s limits.

All of these changes are designed to
save you money, fairly allocate costs
and be more transparent — and they’re
just the beginning! In the fall, the Co-op
will roll out even more options that give
you the chance to help PEC reduce its
peak power expense and reward you
with reduced costs for doing so. Look for
details on these exciting changes soon!

Transmission Cost
of Service Unbundle

Meter Test Fee

Franchise Fee
line-item billing

Transmission cost
of service rate
$0.01158 per kwh

$55 per test
for more than one
requested test in
two years, unless the
meter is non-compliant

Effective
May 1, 2016

Effective
June 1, 2016
*Residential Farm/Ranch rate
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Other changes effective June 1 include
an updated meter testing process. If a
member requests a test on their PEC
meter more than once in a two-year
period and the meter is found to be
within our testing standards, the member
will be assessed a $55 fee. If the meter is
determined to be non-compliant, the fee
will be waived.

What You’ll See on Your PEC Bill

Base power cost rate*
$0.06050 per kwh
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Effective
June 1, 2016

Changes to your PEC bill
We’ve made some changes to your PEC bill to give you a better idea of the Co-op’s costs. Starting
with bills rendered in June, you’ll see an additional line item for transmission cost of service
(TCOS). This is not a new charge, as TCOS was previously included in the base power cost and is
a state-imposed charge. Line item billing for franchise fees began in May, so if you have a meter
within a franchise fee area, you’ll see this cost.

PEC Bill Features Defined
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Service Availability Charge is included on each bill,
regardless of how many kilowatt-hours are used during
a service period. The fee recoups a portion of the cost of
installing, operating and maintaining distribution lines,
transformers, substations and meters that make up the
distribution grid connected to your location. Other costs
include meter reading, billing, maintaining customer
records and additional administrative expenses.
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Delivery Charge ($ per kwh use) recovers costs for
delivering electricity that are driven by the number of
kwh delivered.
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Base Power Cost ($ per kwh use) is combined with
the PCA to equal what PEC pays power suppliers for the
electricity purchased for members.
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Transmission Cost of Service is the cost incurred for
using the state ERCOT transmission system to deliver
power to members.
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Power Cost Adjustment ($ per kwh) represents the
change in the Base Power Cost to allow actual power
costs to be passed on to members.
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Franchise Fee is the amount a city charges the
Cooperative for use of municipal streets, alleys or
public ways to deliver electricity within the city limits.
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Power of Change
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is a voluntary program to help support the Hill Country communities where you live, work and
play. Opt in on your bill, by phone or via SmartHub, and your electric bill will be rounded up to
the next dollar. The combined funds will be awarded annually as grants to eligible PEC-area
nonprofit organizations through a competitive application process.

